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Abstract 

Objective: High levels of beam modulation complexity (MC) and monitor units (MU) can compromise the plan 

deliverability of intensity-modulated radiotherapy treatments. Our study evaluates the effect of three treatment 

planning system (TPS) parameters on MC and MU using different multi-leaf collimator (MLC) architectures.  

Methods: 192 volumetric-modulated arc therapy plans were calculated using one virtual prostate phantom 

considering three main settings: (1) three TPS-parameters (Convergence; Aperture Shape Controller, ASC; and 

Dose Calculation Resolution, DCR) selected from Eclipse v15.6, (2) four levels of dose-sparing priority for organs 

at risk (OAR), and (3) two treatment units with same nominal conformity resolution and different MLC 

architectures (Halcyon-v2 dual-layer MLC, DL-MLC & TrueBeam single-layer MLC, SL-MLC). We use seven 

complexity metrics to evaluate the MC, including two new metrics for DL-MLC, assessed by their correlation with 

gamma passing rate (GPR) analysis. 

Results: DL-MLC plans demonstrated lower dose-sparing values than SL-MLC plans (p<0.05). TPS-parameters 

didn’t change significantly the complexity metrics for either MLC architectures. However, for SL-MLC, significant 

variations of MU, target volume dose-homogeneity, and dose-spillage were associated with ASC and DCR 

(p<0.05). MU were found to be correlated (highly or moderately) with all complexity metrics (p<0.05) for both 

MLC plans. Additionally, our new complexity metrics presented a moderate correlation with GPR (r < 0.65). An 

important correlation was demonstrated between MC (plan deliverability) and dose-sparing priority level for DL-

MLC. 

Conclusions: TPS-parameters selected do not change MC for DL-MLC architecture, but they might have a 

potential use to control the MU, PTV homogeneity or dose spillage for SL-MLC. Our new DL-MLC complexity 

metrics presented important information to be considered in future pre-treatment quality assurance programs. 

Finally, the prominent dependence between plan deliverability and priority applied to OAR dose sparing for DL-

MLC needs to be analysed and considered as an additional predictor of GPRs in further studies.  

Advances in knowledge: Dose-sparing priority might influence in modulation complexity of DL-MLC. 

 

Introduction 

Beam modulation is a principal feature in advanced radiotherapy techniques using static field Intensity 

Modulation or Volumetric Modulated Arc-Therapy (VMAT). Due to the synchronised motion of the leaves of the 



multi-leaf collimator (MLC) the radiation dose can be conformed to complex planning target volume (PTV) 

shapes, increasing the treatment effectiveness and keeping the adverse effects as low as possible by avoiding 

organs at risk (OARs) 1,2.  

The Halcyon-v2 (Varian Medical Systems, Palo Alto, US) is a jaw-free linear accelerator (linac) that has a stacked-

staggered MLC with two layers of leaves (distal and proximal to the linac target) offset by 5 mm. As described in 

the work of Cozzi et al. 3, each leaf has a 10 mm width projected at isocentre and has an effective conformity-

resolution of 5 mm as a result of the overlap arrangement. Furthermore, the Halcyon-v2 (Hv2) allows 

independent displacements of the proximal and distal layers simultaneously, resulting in more modulation 

possibilities3–8. However, Lim et al. 4 found dose discrepancies between measured and calculated treatments, 

suggesting that high modulated beams can increase the leaf travelled-distance between the layers, allowing 

some distal leaf-edges to be exposed, increasing dose leakage within the leaf gaps.  

The Treatment Planning System (TPS) is the software dedicated to the inverse optimisation process needed to 

generate VMAT treatment plans. This software has parameters that impact the final dose fluence by the 

hardware setting parameters such as MLC velocity, gantry speed, and dose rate9–11. Consequently, if these TPS 

parameters are not handled properly, treatments with challenging dose requirements may bring unrealistic or 

high demanding machine conditions (i.e., highly modulated plans), reducing accuracy of dose delivery12,13. 

Eclipse-v15.6 TPS (Varian Medical Systems, Palo Alto, U.S.) performs the inverse optimisation of VMAT plans 

with the Photon Optimiser (PO) algorithm14. The PO, based on a direct aperture optimization process, uses a 

multi-resolution (MR) approach with fast and periodical calculations of the dose distribution, starting with a 

lower number of dose calculation segments and initial MLC positions conforming to the target volume. When 

this optimisation is continued, and the MR level increases, the dose calculation segments also increase, 

interpolating the MLC positions to obtain new leaf apertures that correspond to the improved dose distribution. 

During the MR optimisation, the dose calculation accuracy increases as the number of dose segments increases 

with a maximum separation of 2-4 degrees, depending on the arc span15. 

The modulation complexity has been studied widely on linacs with single-layer MLC architecture, using metrics 

such as modulation index (MI)16, modulation complexity score (MCS) 17, texture methods 18, dimensional fractal 

analysis19, and aperture-based methods20.  These complexity analyses have proven to be useful to compare linac 

performances between treatment techniques 5, to evaluate the best plan parameters in specific planning 

scenarios20,21, to predict delivery accuracy 22, and to establish reference values for dosimetry audits23. 

The work reported by Park et al24 and Antoine et al25 summarises various modulation indices dedicated to 

predicting the plan-delivery accuracy in VMAT treatments. Similarly, the literature review by Chiavassa et al26 

includes all current complexity indices and the relevance of each metric. Recently, Tamura et al27 propose the 

first modulation metric dedicated to dual-layer MLC (DL-MLC) architecture of Hv2, considering a weighted 

method using the distal and proximal layer contributions in the field conformation. However, none of the above-



mentioned studies investigates the influence of TPS parameters on beam modulation complexity, and most of 

them are focused on single-layer MLC (SL-MLC) architecture.  

The primary aim of the present study was to investigate the effect of specific TPS-parameters on modulation 

complexity for VMAT treatments. The secondary aim was to determine if that effect is the same for different 

MLC architectures (DL-MLC or SL-MLC). Additionally, to evaluate the modulation complexity in the DL-MLC 

scenario, new complexity metrics were proposed considering the number of uncovered pair-leaves and the 

number of significant changes in leaves' positions, both presented in the beam modulation.  

Methods 

Plan configuration 

Ninety-six VMAT plans were generated with Eclipse 15.6 using a single prostate patient dataset as a virtual 

phantom to deliver 2Gy per fraction in one full arc. The linac configuration was Hv2 with DL-MLC, maximum leaf 

speed of 50 mm/s, 6 MV flattening filter-free (FFF) photon beam, and a dose rate of 740 Gy/min. The same plans 

were replicated using the TrueBeam (TB)  linac configuration with SL-MLC Millennium-120, maximum leaf speed 

of 25 mm/s, 6 MV FFF photon beam, a dose rate of 800 Gy/min, with jaw tracking mode turned off. For both 

cases, the plans were calculated with the anisotropic analytical algorithm (AAA) and were optimised with the PO 

algorithm, applying automatic mode for normal tissue objective and a structure optimisation resolution of 2.5 

mm. Both treatment units were calibrated at the same reference conditions. 

TPS parameters 

The three studied parameters from Eclipse TPS features  were Convergence (Conv), Aperture Shape Controller 

(ASC), and Dose Calculation Resolution (DCR), and their respective modes were Conv{off; on; extended}, ASC{off; 

low; moderate; very_high}, and DCR{normal; high}.  

1. The Conv parameter controls the internal schedule of the transitions between and within the different 

multi-resolution (MR) levels of the PO. These changes in the transition times expect improved 

optimization results in dose fluence because the number of iteration increase, when modes= 

on/extended (respect the mode= off) by a factor of 2.5/11.2 on MR-1, 2.0/17.8 on MR-2, 1.0/17 on MR-

3, and 1.0/15 on MR-4 for modes On/Extended respectively. However, the MU values may increase, 

and the optimisation time rises 1.2 - 3 fold for On mode, and a few hours for Extended mode28 

2. The ASC parameter is a tool of the leaf-motion sequencer of the PO that penalises the leaf position 

deviations with respect to the adjacent leaves in the same continuous target projection. This penalty is 

introduced in the optimisation process, and its magnitude depends on the selected mode (Off, 

Very_low, Low, Moderate, high, and Very_high).  Controlling the size and shape of the field with ASC 

may help to reduce the MU, the dose delivery inaccuracies, and the control quality failures 28. For single-

layer MLC architecture, Binny et al 29 found that ASC may be useful to improve the distribution of MU 

per degree throughout the treatment time, but it requires to evaluate its potential impact on treatment 

time. In our study, we limited the modes setting to: off, low, moderate and very_high, to evaluate the 



impact of the parameter and differences in the obtained results between extremes (off and very_high) 

and small changes (low and moderate). 

3. The DCR is a dose optimisation parameter related to the grid resolution of the internal dose calculation 

engine of PO 28. The modes High (1.25 mm) and Normal (2.50 mm) of DCR change the internal grid size 

within each MR dose calculation, influencing the pre-calculated dose resolution, which impacts directly 

in the leaf sequencing, the dose rate, the MU/deg, and thus, the final dose distribution within the 

optimisation process.  

Dose sparing Priority 

To simplify the planning process, the OARs (OAR1: rectum, OAR2: bladder) were considered as independent 

structures to be avoided with no clinical differentiation between them. The avoidance was controlled by 

reducing their mean dose using the optimization objective upper_gEUD (from generalized Equivalent Uniform 

Dose) 30. This optimization tool tries to reduce the volume that receives mid-dose levels (mean dose) using the 

parameter 'a' that is set as 1 for parallel organs (following the rationale of Lyman!Kutcher!Burman NTCP model) 

31–33.  This parameter a can take values up to 40 for serial organs minimizing the maximum dose contributions 

to the OAR. In this experiment, we supposed both OARs as parallel organs using a=1.  

To counter the dependence of the same-patient dataset23 and to consider possible effects of the TPS parameters 

over various dose-sparing scenarios, four levels of dose-sparing priorities for OARs were implemented within 

the optimization process. Priority values of 20, 40, 60, and 80 were selected to be applied with the upper_gEUD 

parameter, representing lower, moderate, high and very-high dose sparing conditions respectively. 

Contrastingly, a priority value of 100 was used with the dose coverage (100% of the prescription dose) and 

maximum dose (105% of prescription dose) parameters for the PTV, and for the maximum dose constraint for 

the whole-body structure 

In total, 96 plans were produced, covering all permutations of the three TPS-parameters mode settings (four for 

ASC, three for Conv, and two for DCR), and four optimisation priority settings for the OAR mean dose constraint. 

Plan quality indices 

The metrics used to evaluate the plan quality were based on the recommendations of the International 

Commission on Radiation Units & Measurements (ICRU) Report 8334. We chose to use: the conformity index (CI), 

defined as the ratio between the volume that enclose the prescription dose (Vp) and the volume of PTV (VPTV), 

{CI= Vp / VPTV}; and the homogeneity index (HI), defined as the ratio between the dose difference that covers 

98% and 2% of the volume (D98% and D2% respectively) and the prescription dose (Dp), {HI= (D2%-D98%) / Dp)}. 

Additionally, we recorded the mean dose of the PTV (mD-PTV), the volume enclosed by the 50% isodose (V50%) 

as a dose spillage metric, and the mean dose of OAR1 and OAR2 (mD-OARn). 

Complexity metrics 

The complexity metrics used in this study are summarised, with their respective equations, in supplementary 

Table 1 (S-Table 1). These metrics were calculated using a Python script 35 that processes the information from 

DICOM-RT files36,37, reading the leaves positions per CP with the Pydicom library37. The complexity metrics were 

the number of MU (MU)38, the average MU increment by CP (MUcp)38, the MCS for VMAT treatments (MCSv)21, 



and the weighted MCSv for DL-MLC architecture (MCSw)27. Additionally, we proposed two new complexity 

metrics and one adapted metric. They are the uncovered-layer score (UL), the number of peaks score (NP) and 

the MCSw weighted by UL (MCSUL), respectively. 

The UL considers all leaf-pairs uncovered by their respective leaves from the complementary MLC layer (above 

or below). Figure 1 shows an example from an MLC sequence where the proximal layer leaves do not cover a 

distal leaf-pair section, creating an uncovered region that might increase the dose transmission, and thus, be 

related with dose measurements discrepancies due to incomplete attenuation of the beam4. This metric is 

calculated by summing the number of uncovered gaps per CP considering both, the distal and proximal layers. 

This sum is weighted by the relative fraction of MU in that CP (S-Table 1, Equation 9).  

 

Figure 1. Uncovered leaves junction of the distal multi-leaf collimator (MLC) layer by the proximal MLC layer. 

This figure shows a conformed field in one control point (CP) from a specific treatment. The green and purple 

leaves differentiate the MLC banks (right and left). 

 
 

The proposed metric, NP, accounts for the modulation complexity (for SL-MLC or DL-MLC), calculating the 

average number of peaks presented in the trajectory profiles of all moving leaves in a VMAT treatment. As is 

shown in Figure 2, the position at each CP of a single leaf can be visualized within a trajectory profile, where the 

peaks represent significant changes in leaf speed and position. These variations can be associated with 

demanding hardware conditions that may generate dose delivery inaccuracies 39,40. 

The metric, MCSUL, is an adapted version of MCSw27, including UL as an additional factor to be considered in the 

complexity score of each MLC layer. Its calculation is described in Equations 10, 11 and 12 from S-Table 1.  

 

 



Figure 2. Trajectory profile of the 30th leaf of TrueBeam (TB) from a prostate treatment plan labelled TB-

plan_1. The red marks indicate the number of detected peaks using the function find_peaks from SciPy  41.

 
 

 

 Complexity metrics validation 

The new complexity metrics were introduced in this study to investigate the deliverability and quality of the 

plans produced with DL-MLC. To assess the value of these, they were compared with the gamma passing rate 

(GPR) calculated using gamma analysis43. 

To analyse the correlation of the new complexity metrics with GPR, the prostate plans for Hv2 were measured 

with the integrated electronic portal imaging device (EPID). The Hv2 EPID has a resolution of 1280x1280 pixels, 

0.34 mm/pixel at the panel and 0.22 mm/pixel at isoplane, and a panel size of 43 cm x 43 cm 42.  Furthermore, 

the accuracy of dose delivery was evaluated with gamma analysis (γ) 43 using various levels for global dose 

difference (DD) of prescribed dose and distance to agreement (DTA) for at least 98% of all pixels.  The DD/DTA 

levels were 3%/3 mm, 3%/2 mm, 2%/3 mm, 2%/2 mm, and 2%/1 mm. The images were processed using the 

portal dosimetry tool available in Eclipse 15.6, with the absolute absorbed dose correction and the improved 

gamma evaluation mode utilised.  

In contrast with the Hv2, portal dosimetry on the TB with 6 MV-FFF mode is not possible in our institution due 

to the detector saturation and lack of an image prediction algorithm, depending on linac model used. For this 

reason and based on to the reported correlation between the MU values and the dose deliverability18-29, the MU 

was selected as a reference index to compare the performance of each calculated complexity metric. 

Statistical Analysis 

The statistical significance of the correlations between the TPS-parameters, the complexity metrics and the 

gamma analysis were evaluated using Spearman's rank correlation coefficient (r) with a threshold of p<0.05 24.  

The low, moderate and high correlations were considered for values of IrI<0.4, 0.4"IrI"0.7, and IrI>0.7 

respectively 27,44.  The correlation between the modes of each TPS-parameter were tested for significance 

(p<0.05) using Wilcoxon signed-rank test.  

 

Results: 

After calculating the VMAT plans as described earlier, three main aspects were assessed for this study. First, as 

a general overview, the modulation complexity metrics and plan quality indices calculated for both linacs were 

compared. Second, the impact of each TPS-parameter mode on modulation complexity and plan quality were 



evaluated, considering the MLC architecture. Finally, to verify the implications in plan deliverability, the 

correlations between the complexity metrics and MU, and between GPRs and the novel metrics for DL-MLC were 

evaluated. 

To compare the performance between the two linacs/ MLC designs, Figure 3 presents the boxplots of all 

complexity metrics and plan quality indices that demonstrated a significant difference (p<0.05) between Hv2 

and TB plans. It was found that Hv2 plans demonstrated lower values of V50%, mD-OAR1 (rectum), CI, MUcp, 

MCSv, and NP, compared to TB plans (Supplementary Table 2, S-Table 2). Additionally, it was noticed that TB 

plans presented more outliers, indicating less consistent results. 

 

 

Figure 3. Boxplots of complexity metrics and plan quality indices that presented a significant difference between 

Halcyon-v2 (Hv2) and TrueBeam (TB) plans. The boxplot displays the minimum and maximum values of the data 

distribution indicated by the end of the whiskers; the lower and upper box limits are the first and third quartile; 

the horizontal line indicates the median value, and the red dot represents the mean value. Any additional point 

outside is considered as an outlier). 

 

 

 

For each combination of TPS-parameter modes, the complexity scores and plan quality indices were compared 

using the Wilcoxon signed-rank test. Table 1 summarizes the parameter modes where significant changes were 

found. For Hv2 plans (DL-MLC) with Conv{off} were associated with slightly lower V50% values than 

Conv{extended}. However, the other TPS-parameters combinations did not influence the complexity nor the 

plan quality metrics significantly. In TB plans (SL-MLC), the CI, HI, mD-PTV, and V50%, demonstrated significant 

differences for parameters combinations including ASC and DCR (Table 1). Furthermore, significantly lower 

values of MU were required with ASC{off} compared to ASC{moderate}. 

 

 

 

 

 



Table 1. Significant differences between the TPS-parameter modes on plan quality indices 

and complexity metrics for Hv2 and TB plans. 

linac Metric Sample 
Size TPS-parameter Mean ± SD p 

Halcyon V50% [cc] 
32 Conv{Off} 597 ± 18 

0.04 
32 Conv{Ext} 603 ± 24 

TrueBeam 

CI 

24 ASC{off} 1.14 ± 0.01 
<0.01 

24 ASC{very_high} 1.15 ± 0.05 
48 DCR{normal} 1.16 ± 0.06 

<0.01 
48 DCR{high} 1.13 ± 0.02 

HI 
24 ASC{off} 0.10 ± 0.03 

0.04 
24 ASC{very_high} 0.11 ± 0.05 

mD-PTV 

24 ASC{off} 105 ± 2 
0.04 

24 ASC{moderate} 104 ± 2 
24 ASC{low} 104 ± 2 

<0.01 
24 ASC{very_high} 105 ±3 

V50% [cc] 
48 DCR{normal} 678 ± 101 

<0.01 
48 DCR{high} 641 ± 54 

MU 
24 ASC{off} 802 ± 149 

0.04 
24 ASC{moderate} 880 ± 134 

Abbreviations: TPS treatment planning system, Hv2 Halcyon-v2, TB TrueBeam, CI conformity index, HI homogeneity 

index, mD-PTV means dose of planning target volume, mD-OARn mean dose of OARn, V50% volume enclosed by 

the 50% isodose, ASC aperture shape controller, DCR dose calculation resolution, Conv convergence, SD standard deviation. 
 

 

Figures 4 and 5 present scatterplots of all the complexity scores against required MU for Hv2 and TB plans, 

respectively. For Hv2 plans, required MU showed a high correlation to MCSv (IrI= 0.97), MCSw (IrI= 0.96), MUcp 

(IrI= 0.78), and NP (IrI= 0.76); and a moderate correlation to UL (IrI= 0.69) and MCSUL (IrI= 0.58). For TB plans, 

MU showed high correlation only to MCSv (IrI= 0.92).  Additionally, a remarkable data clustering by the 

upper_gEUD priority values was demonstrated for Hv2 plans (Figure 4), which is not present in the case of TB 

(Figure 5) 

 

 

Figure 4. Scatterplot of all complexity metrics for Hv2 plans using the MU values as the reference score and 

considering the effect of different levels of dose sparing priorities (upper_gEUD values). 

 



Abbreviations: Hv2 Halcyon-v2, MU monitor units, MUcp average MU increment by control point, MCSv modulation complexity score for volumetric modulated 

arc therapy, MCSw the weighted MCSv for dual-layer multi-leaf collimator architecture, UL uncover layer score, MCSUL weighted MCSw by UL, NP number of 

peaks 
 

Figure 5. Scatterplot of all complexity metrics for TB plans using the MU values as the reference score and 

considering the effect of different levels of dose sparing priorities (upper_gEUD values). 

 
Abbreviations: TB TrueBeam, MU monitor units, MUcp average MU increment by CP, MCSv modulation complexity score for volumetric modulated arc therapy, 

NP number of peaks 
 

The GPR’s for evaluation criteria of 3%/3 mm, 3%/2 mm, and 2%/ 3mm were always 100% for all cases and thus, 

were not considered in the analysis (Supplementary Table 3, S-Table 3). The mean value and standard deviation 

(SD) for GPR with 2%/1 mm criteria were 96.3% and 1.7% respectively.  Figure 6 shows the scatterplot of the 

complexity metrics against GPR, again plotted to indicate the associated upper_gEUD priority values. The GPR 

presented high correlation to MU, MCSv, and MCSw (IrI= 0.74, 0.74, and 0.72); moderate correlation to MUcp, 

UL, and NP (IrI= 0.66, 0.48, and 0.63); and low correlation to MCSUL. Additionally, the GPR present a similar 

clustering data effect as seen in Figure 4, with less differentiation for upper_gEUD priority values of 40, 60, and 

80, compared to upper_gEUD values of 20.  

 

Figure 6. Scatterplot of all complexity metrics from 96 prostate plans delivered on Halcyon-v2 (Hv2), considering 

the gamma passing rate (GPR) values. All cases presented low Pearson’s correlation (IrI<0.4). 

 

 

 

Discussion: 



This in silico study investigated the possible effects of the selected TPS-parameters on different plan quality 

and modulation complexity metrics. At the same time, it was intended to evaluate if those effects are the 

same for treatments having different MLC architecture. Accordingly, three main aspects were considered 

to develop this research, (1) the TPS-parameters of ASC, DCR, and Conv were chosen because of their 

possible effects on the final dose fluence28, (2) the selected linac configurations were Hv2 with DL-MLC and 

TB with SL-MLC, and (3) one prostate CT data set was used as a virtual phantom to control any effects 

attributable to differences in anatomy or planning volumes23. 

Figure 3 summarises the statistically significant differences observed in the plan quality indices and 

modulation complexity, comparing Hv2 and TB plans. It was found that Hv2 plans were associated with a 

higher median value of CI, better dose sparing contributions (lower V50%), and lower mean dose values in 

OAR1 (mD-OAR1) (p<0.05). As it is described in previous reports5,42,45,46, these results can be attributed to 

the Hv2 features of lower penumbra (due to the leaf tip shape), higher leaf speed, lower dosimetric leaf 

gap, and higher gantry speed, compared to TB with Millennium-120 MLC. In the same way, it is important 

to note that these differences in features (hardware and beam modelling) make it impossible to directly 

compare the complexity metrics between the two linacs23.  

From Figure 3, it is also clear that metrics from Hv2 plans demonstrate less spread or variation than the 

data from TB plans. Furthermore, the TB data exhibits considerable outliers in the CI, V50%, and MCSv. We 

infer from this observation that the Hv2 plans (with DL-MLC) show more consistent outcomes or less 

sensitivity to the TPS parameters, than those for the TB configuration with SL-MLC. As we move towards 

the era of on-table adaptation47–49, this reduced sensitivity to parameter variation may be an important 

feature regarding the requirement for rapid (high pressured) re-planning using either manual or automatic 

techniques, given both require some oversight and quality control (QC). 

The results summarized in Table 1 demonstrate the selected TPS-parameters combinations do not impact 

the modulation complexity of plans with DL-MLC. Contrastingly, plans with SL-MLC presented lower MU 

values for treatments with ASC{off} decreasing the plan complexity26 (Figure 5). For Hv2 plans, only the 

comparison between Conv{off} and Conv{extended} demonstrated a statistically significant difference in 

the V50% metric. Interestingly, with the mode set to “off”, a lower mean V50% value was obtained; 

however, this reflected the narrower range of values achieved for this parameter settings compared to the 

“extended” mode. Thus, although the difference was significant, it is important to note that these 

variations may not represent considerable clinical differences.  

For TB plans, the same scenario (low variations) happened to the CI, HI, and mD-PTV metrics. Moreover, 

lower values of V50% (achieved by DCR{high}) and MU (achieved by ASC{off}) presented relevant changes 

that might impact the plan quality and dose deliverability26,27. Nevertheless, the statistical significance 

needs to be careful considered in each particular case because each mode has different plans depending 

on their respective TPS-parameter. For instance, ASC with four modes has 24 plans each, whilst DCR (two 

modes) has 48 plans. 



Figure 4 shows the correlation of all modulation complexity metrics with MU for Hv2 plans. Aside from the 

strong correlation seen in the Hv2 data, a clear grouping level is evident with the priority settings used with 

the upper_gEUD optimisation constraint. For each of the plots (the different modulation) the data groups 

to the lower (20), moderate (40) and high/very-high (60/80) priority settings for the dose sparing 

parameter. These well-differentiated regions suggest a strong dependence between the modulation 

complexity degree (measured in 7 different ways), and the priority levels used to reduce the mean dose of 

OARs in the optimization process, therefore, providing an opportunity to “pre-select” the required range 

of solution in terms of acceptable complexity. These results showed that high demanding dose sparing 

conditions might generate plans with higher MU values, with more complex modulation (lower values of 

MCSv and MCSw), with higher number of uncovered leaves junction per CP (UL), but at the same time with 

a lower number of demanding changes in the leaf position throughout the modulation process (NP), albeit 

a small effect of the latter. 

Figure 5, showing the same analysis for the TB plans, does not show such a strong correlation, nor grouping. 

It is likely that the latter reflects the weaker overall correlation and the wider range of plan metrics 

previously highlighted. Comparison of the corresponding plots in figures 4 and 5 suggests again that the 

variation of the treatment planning parameter modes has a smaller effect on the plans produced for the 

Halcyon model over that for the TrueBeam. This is particularly apparent in the behaviour seen in Figure 5c, 

where a much greater heterogeneity is seen in the data. The large variation in Numbers of Peaks seen in 

the leaf trajectories suggest an ‘unstable’ relationship between the leaf sequences generated and 

parameter variation. In turn this indicates the ‘TrueBeam’ optimisation search space is far more complex 

and poorly behaved, with many local minima, leading to these spreads of ‘optimal’ solutions. This should 

not be taken as a reason to distrust the algorithms; however, it does emphasize the need for caution, QC 

and oversight of the planning process. 

The different behaviour shown in Figures 4 and 5, suggests that Photon Optimiser might work differently 

for the two Linac/ MLC models when the optimization priorities are used to reduce the OAR mean dose. In 

general terms, it was expected that more demanding plans (with higher dose sparing priorities) would 

require more complex beam modulation with higher MU values. This was evident in the results seen for 

Hv2 cases, however for TB plans, it seems to be uncorrelated; suggesting that a common optimization 

template could not be expected to produce similar results for the different Linac/MLC models. 

Nevertheless, this behaviour needs to be analysed in further investigations considering other optimization 

parameters used to control the dose of OARs and the potential impact on dose deliverability. 

Finally, Figure 6 considered the correlation between the novel modulation complexity scores and the 

Gamma Passing Rate (GPR), taking the latter as a measure of dose deliverability. The analysis showed a 

moderate correlation to GPR (UL and NP). However, they account for physical aspects, which impact the 

delivered dose, that other published metrics do not26 and it would be valuable to include them (or superior 

versions) in treatment verification programs47. However, again a clear clustering of the data with dose 



limiting priority value is evident and suggests a simple connection between driving the optimiser harder 

(higher priority) and obtaining more complex solutions (higher MU, MUCP and lower MCSV, MCSW, NP) 

which intuitively challenge attaining a maximum GPR. In Figures 6a, 6b and 6c, the clustering is strong, 

however for the novel metrics proposed herein the grouping is less of more diffuse.  Specially, the 

Uncovered Layers (UL) have a potential impact in plans evaluation with dose delivery inaccuracies due to 

high inter-leaves dose contributions that are not considered by the TPS4. To achieve a better understanding 

of these new metrics, it is necessary to validate them using different target volumes, anatomic regions, and 

dose prescription. 

  

Conclusions 

This work demonstrated that when the selected treatment planning system parameters were systematically 

varied, plans created for the Halcyon beam model (in Eclipse) demonstrated much less variation in the scoring 

metrics (plan quality and modulation complexity) than those generated in the same planning system for 

TrueBeam. A strong clustering, by OAR mean dose limiting priority setting, in the correlation between the quality 

and modulation complexity scores was demonstrated within the Halcyon plans. Furthermore, the new metrics 

dedicated to DL-MLC propose novel tools to be used and included in the analysis of pre-treatment quality 

assurance programs. 
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